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Photodetachment cross section of H in crossed electric and magnetic fields.
II. Quantum formulas and their reduction to the result of the closed-orbit theory
Aaron D. Peters* and John B.Delos
Department of Physics, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
(Received 27 August 1992)
In this, the second of two papers, we derive general quantum formulas for the photodetachment cross
section for H in perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. The results are valid for any polarization
and can be reduced to the semiclassical results of the first paper [A. D. Peters and J. B. Delos, Phys. Rev.
A 47, 3020 (1993)]: a smooth background plus oscillatory terms. This connection between the quantum
and semiclassical results is made using a stationary-phase approximation and it is shown that each
stationary-phase point corresponds to a closed orbit.
PACS numbers, 's): 32.80.Fb, 03.65.Sq
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we present a fully-quantum-mechanical
formula for the photodetachment cross section for H in
perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. Fabrikant [1]
performed the first analysis considering light polarized
along the electric field. Here we extend his results, fol-
lowing a generally similar approach, deriving formulas
valid for any polarization. More important, however, we
show how these quantum formulas can be reduced to the
semiclassical results obtained in the preceding paper.
As in earlier treatments [2], we assume that the field
strengths are such that in the atomic" region, close to
the atomic core, the binding potential dominates, and the
laboratory fields can be neglected. In this region the ini-
tial wave function of the electron, which is in a loosely
bound s state, is spherically symmetric and very local-
ized. When the electron absorbs a photon, it quickly
propagates out of the atomic region and enters a region
where the perpendicular electric and magnetic fields
dominate. In this region the Schrodinger equation is se-
parable in Cartesian coordinates.
In Sec. II general quantum formulas are derived. In
Sec. III, the general formulas are reduced to forms ap-
propriate for computation. Equation (3.7a) was obtained
by Fabrikant, and the formulas for the other cases are
closely related. In Sec. IV, we return to the general for-
mulas of Sec. II, and use a stationary-phase approxima-
tion to connect the results to the formulas of closed-orbit
theory. We will show that each stationary phase point
corresponds to a closed orbit.
II. QUANTUM FORMULAS
where the oscillator-strength density is given by
2m, E
Df(&)= J df, ' I(ipflql+; &['S(Ef—&) . (2.1b)
The integral is over all final states of the system, subject
to energy conservation implied by the 5 function.




where kb is related to the binding energy of the valence
electron by Eb =(fikb) /2m„and Bo is a "normaliza-
tion" constant equal to 0.31552 in a.u. The Fourier
transform of Eq. (2.2a) gives the momentum representa-






B. "Exact" final state
In the final state, we neglect the binding potential com-
pared to the laboratory fields, and we consider the elec-
tron to be moving solely in the electric and magnetic





where j refers to a unit vector directed along the y axis,
and defining the following quantities:





The cross section is proportional to the oscillator-
strength density Df (E),
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the full Hamiltonian can be written as where the Hermite function is
2
eF + 1 2 1 eFpy pzm coB y 2m, ' 2m,




e " 'z H (X), (2.12)2"n t
and we neglect the binding potential Vb. It is easy to
show that e, P», and P, all commute with 8 and with
each other.
We have decorated the quantum operators with hats.
Eigenvalues of these operators are letters without hats
(the eigenvalue of P» is p» or p, and the eigenvalue of Eyo'
is e or e„, etc.). There is one exception to this notation.
Below, we will use a quantity p„, which is not an eigen-
value of P„(which, after all, does not commute with H).
Instead, p„ is the c number (classical variable) defined
such that
e„=Picots(n+ —,' ), (2.13)
and the total energy of the final state is
Ef =En ' Vo' 'o
eF 1




with H„(X) being the Hermite polynomials. The eigen-
values are the harmonic-oscillator energies
1c= p„+—,'m, cos(x —x, )
2me
(2.6a) 2m, PX
,P ) 1 ]
2 pyo 2 pzme me
(2.14)
p'"'2+ —'m co (x —x )1 (2.6b) C. An approximation for the Snal state







1 2 1 2 1
px + p + pz
me me me
From Eq. (2.5), the final states ql; are
(x,y, z )
Vo Zo
i (p /A)y i (p /fi)z








and this is the equation for a harmonic oscillator centered
at
p„ is therefore a function of x (and it depends parametri-
cally on E and p or E, p, and p, ). Furthermore, weyo 7 yo0 0
define the quantity p as the value obtained from Eq.0
(2.6) when x =0. It follows that
In the coordinate representation, the initial wave func-
tion is very localized. In contrast, the spatial extent of
the Hermite function is on the order of the cyclotron ra-
dius, i.e., thousands of ao. We can therefore make a
simplified WKB approximation for X„» (x): over a dis-n, p
tance comparable to the size of the atom, we consider the
final state to be a free state with suitably chosen ampli-
tude and phase,
X„» (x)=@„(x,p )
pxo PXo—:A„(p» )cos x +B„(p )sin xyo
(2.15)
The appropriate value of p, which depends on n and0
p», was defined in Eq. (2.7): it is the classical x com-
ponent of the momentum at x =0.
We evaluate the coefficients by requiring that our ap-
proximate wave function (N„) and its derivative match
the exact wave function and its derivative at the origin.
We require that
X„» (x =0)=@„(x=O,p» ),n, p
1 eF
x, =x, (p )=- p +m e) yo coe 8 B (2.10)
X(x,p„)—=
m, co&
[x —x, (p )], (2.11a)
Note that the center of the harmonic oscillator depends

















the solution to the eigenvalue Eq. (2.9) is
X„(x)=&„(X(x,p ) ),n p n ~ yo (2.11b)
The prime in Eq. (2.17) refers to differentiation of the
Hermite function with respect to X, (p» ), andyo
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x, (p, , ) =x(x =o,p„)=—
m
1/2
x, (p ). (2.18)
Eq. (2.21) using Eq. (2.20), we obtain
4f ih 4; = N„p,p„ i%~ ~
+ oo d
The approximation to the final state is then given by
i (P /A)y 1 i (P
/A' &z










+f(p)=@„(p,p» )5(p» —p» )5(p, —p, ),
where
C&„(p„p ) =&fivrl2[( A„iB„)5—(p —p, )
(2.20a)
(2.22a)




Cf imari 4, =. . . , A„(p, ), (2.22b)dp, fi' (k„'+k,')'
+(A„+iB„)6(p +p, )] . (2.20b)
D. Dipole matrix elements
& +f I ql +; & = & +f li &'tr I +; & . (2.21)
Consider for the moment x-polarized light. Integrating
The dipole matrix element for an arbitrary linear po-




4f i fi ~P, = A „(p ), (2.22c)
dp, A' (ki, +ko)
and we have used (fiko)—:po.
E. The photodetachment cross section
The cross section for x, y, or z linear polarization in
perpendicular electric and magnetic fields is given by the
expression
2 2g oo
g f dp, f dp, ', ' l&~, li~~, lq, &l'&(E, —E)
e n=0
(2.23)
E =Eb+Ef =p 2me
A' (kb+ko) . (2.24)
Substituting the dipole matrix elements (2.22) into (2.21)
and defining the following factors:
F (n,p,p, )—:,'Acoii&'„(X, (p» —)),
F, (n p„,p, , )= 2p,',~'. (X,(p„))—*12me
(2.25a)
(2.25b)
The integral over final states of Eq. (2.1), fdf, has be-
come explicit: g„" of dp f dp, . The energy of the
photon (E ) is given by the sum of the energy (Eb ) and
the final-state energy of the electron (Ef ):
where q can be either x, y, or z. The no-field cross section
1s
64~ BO kO
3c (kb+ ko ) A'
(2.26)
III. REDUCTION OF CROSS-SECTION
FORMULAS TO COMPUTATIONAL FORM
We now reduce Eq. (2.25) to a form suitable for com-
putation. We begin by integrating over p, , and incor-0
porating the 5 function.
The 5 function will vanish unless
F.(n,p„,p. )=— p.'~'. (X,(p»»12me (2.25c)
eF 1 2 1 eF
mecoB 0 2m, 'o 2 mcoB
(3.1)
the cross section is expressed as
oo
o~=cr03 g f dp» f dp, F (n,p,p, )(A'ko) „=o
which, since p, must be real, forces a lower limit to the0
integral over p . This value is given by
X5(E„, , —E),n ~py ~pz min
e B 1 eF
py —py = EneF 2m, (3.2)
(2.25d) and
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By defining the energy E, = ( I /2m, )p, we can con-
vert the integral over the momentum in the z direction to
an integral over the energy E, . Since the integrand is a
0
symmetric function of p, , there is an extra factor of 20
which appears when the change of variable is made. We
find that the cross section can be written as
QO
0 —003 dp
)3 min 1'p0 ll —0 pro
2me
'2
eF 1 eFE En+ Py +
me co~ Zme QJg
eF 1 eF




The final step in the reduction is to make a change of
variable to X,(p ), which was previously defined in Eq.y
(2.18). From Eq. (3.2) there is a minimum value of X, :
I
see any connection between the quantum result and the
semiclassical formula obtained in our first paper.
IV. REDUCTION TO THE RESULT
OF CLOSED-ORBIT THEORY







eFE —E.„+ p +eF 1
et'~ o 2me co~
=eF





We now reduce the quantum photodetachment cross-
section formulas to the smooth background plus oscilla-
tory terms that were obtained from closed-orbit theory.
To do this, we return to Eq. (2.25), use a WKB approxi-
mation to &„,and evaluate the integrals using a station-
ary phase approximation.
In Eq. (2.6) we defined the classical quantity p (x) as
the momentum classically associated with the position x
through the conservation laws. In this section, it is best
to think of px as a function of x and of E, py, and p, , asoP 0
specified in Eq. (2.6c). This function is used to give the
WKB approximation for X(x):
5/4 7/4
ko&2eF fi „=o
(3.6) X„(x) =+n, p
1/2
2m, m&









(3.7a) x Tp is the larger of the two turning points. The deriva-
tive of the above function with respect to x is
D ( min)—y +n min
Xn ~ Amehpg
&„(X,)




] xXcos — p (x')dx' ——x 4 (4.2)
&'„(X,)
X . dg, .Xmin )1/2 (3.7c)
These are the desired computational forms that have
been used to evaluate the quantum photodetachment
cross section numerically. At this point it is dificult to
Using the trigonometric identities
cos (2))= —,'+ —,'cos(2i)),
sin (2) ) = —,' ——,'cos(22) ),
(4.3)
and the WKB functions listed above, we can evaluate Eq.
(2.25) and obtain
















~ 11+sin —S„ (4.4c)
where the phase is given by
S = —2f, p„(x')dx' .(n, p )
TP
When I' (n,p,p, ) is put into Eq. (3.3), each cross&0' o
section is the sum of two terms. The first term is a
smooth function and comes from the 1 in Eq. (4.4). The
second term is oscillatory and arises from the S in these
= 1 px dpx0 0
e
(4.6)
then for symmetric functions of px we can replace the0
summation with g„=o~(1!2fim,co&)f + dp g, and
the cross section is
same equations. In the next two sections the integrals of
the photodetachment cross section are evaluated.
If the energy is large enough, there will be many
harmonic-oscillator levels involved in the summation of
Eq. (3.6). The density of states will be high and the in-
tegrand will vary slowly over An. In this case we can
make the change g„o~(1/fico& )f0". Making the fur-
ther change of variable from E. to p, where0
2 1/2
eF
2m c' p~ +0 COg
2
1 + oo + oo + oo me~& pq0
q 0o3 3 dpx dp~ dp
( fgko )3 2Am, co& —~ 0 — ~o — 'o m 2m,




The sign is minus for x polarization and plus for y or z
polarization.
into Eq. (4.9), the smooth contribution to the photode-
tachment cross section is the no-field cross section, pre-
cisely
B. The evaluation of the smooth term




0' —cTO f dp 5 p E3 1 Pq 12n (gko )3 2m, 2m, (4.8)
The three integrals (for q =x, y, or z) are obviously equal,
and each is equal to
rr' '=era ,'EI f dp5 —p E—12me (4.9)
The last integral is related to the area of the energy
shell in p space. By going to polar coordinates in momen-
tum space, we find that it is that area times dp /dE:
dpEf dp 5 E=4m'po —=4mpo ', (4.1O)2m, 'dE 'p,
where po=fiko=(p„+p +p, )' . Substituting this
C. Reexpression of the oscillatory term
Next we evaluate the oscillatory contribution to the
photodetachment cross section. To do this we need to
think carefully about the meaning of the function S„
defined in Eq. (4.5). We said that we think of p„(x) as de-
pending parametrically upon E, p, and p, through Eq.y 0
(2.6c). Therefore, S also depends on these three parame-
ters. Also, through the relationship, Eq. (2.7), that con-
nects p„ to (E,p, p, ), we can think of S, as an even0 &0' o '
function of (p„,p, p, ). This thought is implicit in con-
verting Eq. (2.25) to Eq. (4.7). Now we restrict p to0
positive values, convert to polar coordinates in momen-






=(+ )oo —f dQ sin —S„(po,O),3 1 Pq . 14m 2 po2
(4.12a)
(4.12b)
where the angular integral includes the p &0 hemi-0
sphere.
For further amusement, we can write the argument of
the sin in another way. The semiclassical quantization
I
condition associated with the x motion,
fp (x', po)dx'=(n+ —,')2vrA,
can be written as
(4.13)
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1
p, (x', po)dx' —~=n2m . (4.14) So(po Qo)
=—f p dq (4.17)
1 . 1
sin —S =sin —S z —Km (4.15)
where
With this result we express sin(S ) in the following way:
Now let us allow the trajectories to continue through one
or more cyclotron periods until they again pass through
the surface x =0 with x =(1/m, )p, (0. Let the associ-
ated action integral be denoted
Sx.(po, Qo)= f p dq'+Earp dq' (4.18)
"TP
S x. =2f p„(x po)dx'+K fp (x', po)dx' .0 (4.16) where the cycle integral refers to one cyclotron period.Consider the function
We will seek the stationary phase points of the integral
[Eq. (4.12b)].
D. An action function
First let us indulge in an apparent digression. Consider
a three-dimensional family of classical trajectories, in
which each trajectory has the same energy E, each begins
at the origin x =y =z=O propagating in any direction,
but with the restriction that the initial x component of
momentum p is positive. Let each trajectory run until0
the first time it returns to x =0 (see Fig. 1). Let the ac-
tion integral for each trajectory with the specified end
points be defined as
&K
S g= p dy=pY y~
KSzx= pzdz=pz zx ~
0 0
(4.20)
where y~ and zz are the end points of the trajectory hav-
ing initial conditions (po, Qo) after the Eth cycle
(IC =0, 1,2, . . . ). We have used the fact that p and p,
are conserved.
S„&(po,Qo)=Sx(po Qo) Sy, x(po, Qo) —S, x'(po, Qo) .
(4.19)
The latter two terms are defined as the y and z parts of






























FICx. 1. (a) A family of trajectories in the x-y plane. Each trajectory starts at the origin with the same speed, with initial angle
00= m. /2, —~/2 & yo & ~/2, so the initial x component of the momentum is positive. Each trajectory runs until it intersects x =0 the
first time. The action along this trajectory is given by Eq. (4.17). (b) One trajectory has been continued through one or more cyclo-
tron periods (in this case, two), and again we stop it when it intersects the x axis with p„&0. The action integral along this second
path is given by Eq. (4.18).
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The function S z defined in Eq. (4.19) is precisely the
same as the function S )r defined in Eq. (4.16). There-
fore, the stationary-phase points associated with the in-




Now, from Eq. (4.18), and familiar theorems in classi-
cal mechanics, we know that
aSK BS ayK BS azK ayK BzK














Let us put Eq. (4.27b) in a more familiar form, relating
it to the classical density. The derivative ayK/Byo is
evaluated on the final surface, holding x fixed. We may



















Evaluating derivatives of S K













and S, K in the same way, ()zi( ()(x)r,y)r )




Let us recall the classical-density Jacobian used in the
first paper,
The stationary-phase condition, VS =0, can be written
in the following manner:































We see that the stationary-phase points of the integral
[Eq. (4.12b)] are just where y)r and zz are zero; that is, at
just those values of Oo and qvo for which the associated or-
bit returns to the atom after K cycles: stationary-phase
points are closed orbits. Furthermore, at those points,
Sxi~(po, Oo)=S(po, Q,~), since S~+ and S, )r vanish at
these points.
The determinant involved in the stationary-phase in-
tegral is
The other quantity needed for the stationary-phase in-
tegral is the signature of the matrix S"K. the number of
positive eigenvalues minus the number of negative eigen-
values. The partial derivative Bzlr/BOO is always nega-
tive, and po and p are positive, so, referring to Eq.0
(4.27a), the partial derivative of yir determines the signa-
ture of the matrix:
sgnS "K= —1 —sgn
a%0
(4.32)
E. Evaluation of the oscillatory term
We write Eq. (4.12a) as
2
3 1 pq (i/R)S ~(po, n) —iKe.






There is a stationary-phase point whenever S K has van-
ishing angular derivatives for any K. Using the
stationary-phase approximation,
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3 1cr'"=(+ )cro —Imq o4
Pq ( '/R)S~ ~(po
e'
. Po
Thus we have directly reduced the quantum formulas to




and substituting in the various results, we obtain
2
5'q,
po fm, poJ(t) '




In the fully quantum framework, the only obvious en-
ergy scale is set by the spacing of the cyclotron levels,
A'cuz. Accordingly, one might expect that the oscillations
in the photodetachment spectrum are spaced by A~~. In
fact, however, the first set of oscillations have a spacing
more than twice Ac@&, the second set are comparable to
%cod, and the third and higher sets of oscillations are suc-
cessively shorter, until structure exists on a scale much
less than Acuz. This may be surprising from the quantum
viewpoint. However, in the semiclassical theory, we
know that the oscillations are related to BS& /BE
= T~ =2m.K/co&. The return times vary from somewhat
less than to much more than the cyclotron time. In
closed-orbit theory, the oscillations have a logical struc-
ture that is easy to understand.
—p —= —Km. +—sgnS„"z . (4.36)
This is equivalent to Eq. (2.35) of the accompanying
paper. Use Eq. (4.30b) of this paper to calculate the Jaco-
bian at t =0. Then, referring to the first paper, use Eqs.
(2.12), (2.17), and (2.35) [see also (4.2)]. Upon substitu-
tion one arrives at the above equation for o.~", where
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